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Overview of One America Works

Our Why. 
One America Works (OAW) provides more people in more places the opportunity to participate in the modern
innovation economy.  We believe that by fostering the connection between coastal innovation centers and the
U.S. heartland, we realize mutual benefit while building a more inclusive and resilient economy. 

The U.S. has the largest and most dynamic economy in the world - yet for the past 40 years, strong economic
growth was centered in just a few regions; places like San Francisco, New York and Boston.  Many cities that
have the talent, resources and quality of life to support growth were not as well connected to the innovation
economy as others. That’s where One America Works comes into the picture.  One America Works is
dedicated to distributing opportunities and reintegrating the US economy by connecting talent across the
country with growing companies and cities to identify new growth opportunities. 

Connecting Cities.  
Many cities across the U.S. have the ingredients to succeed, such as large talent pools, strong work ethic, high
quality of life, affordability and infrastructure. Yet, they have not been integrated into the networks of decision
makers where the choices to invest, hire and expand are made. This has led to two outcomes: 1) in the current
tech hubs there is a decreasing quality of life with a fast increasing cost living and 2) the cities left out of the
boom experience stagnant wages and slow economic growth. Through strategically connecting these
networks and regions, we can create new opportunities for growth and mutual benefit.

Our Values.

Working together benefits everyone.
One America Works believes in the power of connection to create vitality and prosperity.  Cities that have the
core strength to support growth are ready to receive investment and talent.  Tech workers care about more
than just the highest salary; they care about the cost of living, quality of life and opportunity and they are willing
to move and work remotely to attain it.  Companies want to access the best talent with the highest ROI while
growing sustainably.  The only missing piece is the connection.  OAW works as a connector between these
core groups to achieve a mutual benefit for all.

We must distribute opportunities.
Specific regions of the United States have benefited more from the innovation and tech economy than others.
We believe in the broad benefit of distributed opportunities and more people participating in the overall
progress enabled by innovation.  Through distributing opportunities across regions, new talent, energy and
creativity are being tapped into; new markets are unlocked and prosperity can flow freely to where the potential
lies.

We can grow our economy together.
By working together, innovative companies, world class talent and forward-thinking cities can now succeed like
never before.  As new connections allow each group to leverage the strengths that they all bring to the table,
we will see our economy continue to evolve and expand powerfully into the future.  Connecting, convening and
working together is the solution that enables long term, balanced and sustainable growth.
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The Power of Convening.

One America Works believes in the power of convening to help foster collaboration within communities to solve
problems and plan for future success.  Solutions based advocacy is key.  Increasing collaboration will
strengthen a city's brand, attract talent and catalyze growth.  A recent Forbes Article articulated well the power
of convening as a tool to drive solutions within communities.

We are connecting and engaging innovation in the heartland, non-coastal cities who have been excluded from
the innovation economy over the last 40 years.  The heartland, also referred to as the American Midwest is
experiencing a massive tech boom.  An insightful Brookings Report published in March 2022 outlines well the
disparity of technology industry and how the impact of covid-19 and other factors caused a massive spread of
innovation into the heartland further distributing economic opportunity.

Through data and analytics, One America Works has identified thirteen high growth non-coastal cities,
America’s booming tech hubs.  You can view our 13 city focus on our website.

In recent years, division and mistrust has grown increasingly within our communities.  One America Works
seeks to build the trust network.  As our founder Patrick McKenna often states, “Silicon Valley is no longer just
a place.  It’s a trust network.”  We believe in order to foster inclusion, increase investment and build workforce,
communities must become more connected to distribute
opportunities and that connection is built on a foundation of trust.
We must build the trust network.  A Pew Research study echoed
these sentiments on the importance of trust being a factor in
building economies and closing disparities.

As conveners, since 2018, One America Works has hosted:
● 7 Virtual Recruiting events engaging 7,500+ attendees
● 5 City Events Engaging 700+ Attendees

○ 200+ Investors
○ 300+ Tech Startups & Talent
○ 100+ Economic Development Leaders
○ 20+ States Engaged
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Employer, Talent & Recruiting Overview

The Strength of the Midwest Workforce.
With the talent, work ethic, stability and dedication of the Midwest workforce, One America Works is helping
connect employers to talent in high growth non-coastal cities.  With the U.S. experiencing the stressors of
covid-19 recovery, the shifts in remote work culture, plus the potential impact of a recession, the need to
connect the workforce in innovative ways is critical.

At One America Works, we specifically market to tech talent.  Meeting the needs of America’s growing tech
workforce is critical.  According to a 2021 Deloitte report, labor market trends show tech workforce in 2020 was
5.5 million strong and has been growing at an average annual rate of 2.2% since 2001.  Tech talent is a key to
economic development success for cities.  Tech jobs are high value jobs.   What we know: Now is the time for
small and mid-sized cities to compete for tech talent. According to CompTIA’s “State of the Tech Workforce”
report, median tech occupation wage is 125% higher than the median national wage in the U.S.  Bringing high
value jobs is key to any city’s vitality.  More workers.  Better jobs.  Increased tax base.  More dollars spent in
local economies.  Prosperity drives arts and culture.  Repeat.

Navigating the Challenges of Success.
One America Works hosts “Tech Leader Roundtables”, convening tech leaders around forward-thinking
strategies to manage the growth of tech.  While growing tech hubs can be exciting and investment into
communities boosts the economy, there are challenges to navigate with a growing tech scene:

● Connectivity issues with travel, airports and broadband
● Accessibility of opportunities for underserved communities
● Increased housing costs; increased costs of living
● The rapid need to upskill blue collar workforce at a faster pace
● The dangers of non-commercialized innovation; flailing entrepreneurs

Back to our belief in the power of convening, we believe city leaders now more than ever should come
together, create task forces, conduct assessments, and do targeted city planning around the growth of tech
when experiencing a tech boom.  The loss of a key employer can spark a crack in the system which can fall
and fail fast.  Amidst the recession and the mass exodus of workers from city buildings, cities like San
Francisco are struggling to reinvent themselves. It’s hard for cities to bounce back from economic loss when
cost of living spins out of control.  Think and plan ahead.

Tech Layoffs, Recession and Upskilling.
Despite the well-covered recent round of tech layoffs by the media, labor statistics in the second half of 2022,
specifically show an increase in employer posted available jobs and low unemployment rate. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics reported that the American economy added 263,000 jobs in the month of November, and the
unemployment rate remained close to a historic low mark at 3.7%. In theory, some conclude the excessive
layoffs in tech are leveling off the frenzied over-hiring of talent during the pandemic, so the layoffs in tech
appear to be isolated so far.
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One Bloomberg article presumes the federal government and other legacy industries like finance, automakers
and more (as some call, the old economy) will welcome tech workers with open arms as industries look to
become more efficient and modern - more than 60,000 federal job openings are available in this space.

Where will the next surge be for tech talent?  We know that with massive layoffs come massive shifts in
workforce trends and a dire need for talent to reassess, improve existing skills or learn something entirely new.
Displaced workers are now thrown into a high paced, fast moving competitive labor market as technologies
accelerate.  The need to learn new skills becomes essential. Upskilling now becomes a most important topic.
A most recent Forbes article reveals that according to the World Economic Forum, 50% of employees globally
will need new skills by 2025 to take on new responsibilities brought about by automation and other modern
technologies.  A February 2022 Harvard Business Review article reveals skills based hiring is on the rise.

According to the Robert Half Technology 2022 IT Report, America’s top 10 most in demand tech jobs range
from median salaries of approximately $44,000 (for help support and newly skilled workers) to $180,000 per
year for more advanced workers.

The 10 most in-demand tech jobs for 2022
Job 50th percentile 75th percentile

Database administrator and architect $107,750 $124,500

Information security analyst $141,000 $166,750

Software developer $122,250 $142,750

Network and computer systems
administrator $97,500 $115,650

Computer programmer $112,500 $133,750

Web developer $111,000 $131,500

Computer and information systems
manager $137,750 $164,500

Systems analyst $99,500 $120,250

Help desk and desktop support
professional

$44,000 (tier 1);
$51,750 (tier 2);
$62,500 (tier 3)

$48,750 (tier 1); $58,000 (tier 2); $74,250 (tier
3)

Network/cloud architect $153,750 $180,500

Data Source: Robert Half Technology 2022 IT Report
50th percentile: average experience, has most of the necessary skills
75th percentile: above average experience, has all needed skills

Our Talent Network.
One America Works is engaging talent in non-coastal cities.  It’s our goal to distribute more opportunities to
more people in more places.  As Silicon Valley companies continue to both move out of and expand into
(adding additional offices) the American Midwest, companies will be attracted to cities whose leaders are
working to make the case for the strongest talent.
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With our talent network being more advanced, with every job placed, our recruiting events offer high value for
participating employers.  Taking the median salary of the average worker (the 50% percentile) from the Robert
Half Report, we can calculate the value of each job placed at One America Workers retains a U.S. employee
with an average salary $120,333.

The education level of our talent network is more
advanced:

● 52% have earned Advanced Degrees
● 40% have earned Bachelor's Degrees
● 8% have earned Associates and/or Certificate

Programs

We are actively building and engaging talent
throughout the Midwest.

● 7500+ talent in our network
● 3500+ engaged in virtual recruiting events
● We have placed approximately 80 jobs through recruiting events
● +$20M economic impact since 2018 (Average job retained representing median salary of $120k/year =

total +$9M/year impact)

Top 10 Locations of One America Works 7,500+ Strong Tech Talent Network.
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One America Works has recruited for over 100 U.S. tech companies across 36 cities.

Sources: Crunchbase, Craft, Zippia, Datanyze, RocketReach, Nonprofit Light, IncFact.com, Payscale.com

We have worked with employers across the country in a variety of tech categories.
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Elevating City Stories

With the growth of the innovation economy and distributed workforce trends, economic development leaders
must attract both employers and talent differently to their cities.  The rising costs of living and scaling a
business in Silicon Valley have caused a mass exodus of tech employers into heartland cities.  Places like
Austin, Pittsburgh, Nashville and Columbus are experiencing the benefits of this shift.

Midwest cities are experiencing unparalleled amounts of new investments.  Recent examples include:

● Columbus Based Drive Capital recently announced that it has raised another $1 billion, bringing their
total funds raised to over $2B, which they will use to create jobs and spur economic growth in the
Midwest.

● Honda to build $3.5M EV plant in Columbus.
● Investment in Pittsburgh market outperformed in Q3 at $171.69M according to Pitchbook and the

National Venture Capital Association.
● Indianapolis based tech firm Zylo lands $31.5M investment.
● Nashville venture firm raises $128M to invest in disruptive technologies.

In the old model of economic development, talent followed the companies.  Workers traditionally moved to live
near where they worked.  With recent shifts in the distributed workforce model, employers go where the
strongest talent resides.

We’re working to elevate the stories of these shifts and keep our readers engaged on need-to-know trends.
● Over 11,000 media subscribers.  Our readership is engaged with a 28% average open rate
● 10% of our readership are economic development leaders in search of trends, statistics and

connections to grow their city.
● 6000+ unique views of our city analytics.

Our process.  One America Works convenes > engages > provides data analysis > elevates the stories in
growing tech hubs > drives talent.  We are a catalyst connecting our readers to high growth cities.
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Our 10 Key Recommendations for Tech and City Leaders

1. Strategize to bring remote work talent to your city now. Remote work is an untapped economic
opportunity for city leaders.  With the strength of the Midwest tech force, remote work should be a top
priority to attract and retain talent.  Universities, tech leaders and employers must collaborate on
innovative career attraction strategies including new lifestyle hiring events and digital experiences.
These efforts coupled with traditional “live work play” campaigns will engage and attract new talent in
search of new experiences.

2. Cities should develop niche marketing strategies to attract and engage tech talent. Attracting
talent is not a one-size-fits-all game.  Attracting tech talent should be defined more separately in a city’s
attraction strategy.  Connectivity, key industry clusters, startup hubs, arts, culture and innovative urban
living centers are all tech talent attraction tools.  City leaders should look into their wheelhouse and
brand their unique offerings directly to emerging tech talent.

3. Promote tech clusters and branded experiences as attraction and branding tools. A prime
example is Robotics Row in Pittsburgh.  This branded cluster creates an economic development story
and provides a value proposition of the city to attract robotics companies.  With over 100 robotics firms
in Pittsburgh, this intentional, well-defined strategy is working.  Another example is SXSW in Austin,
Texas which attracted over 40k people in person and over 200k both virtually and in-person in 2022.
This globally known event experience is a driver for culture and city attraction.

4. Founders should reposition their pitches and shake hands again. With recent tech layoffs and
venture capital wallets tightening, founders should reposition their pitch and think more long term.  With
covid-19 becoming further away, we are beginning to convene again.  With the aura of uncertainty in
news, media and everyday life, gaining trust is key.  Founders should look for key events, incubator
programs, trade association conferences and other key places to get in front of investors face to face.
Don’t forget to find out if your city has a local venture capital association - another great way to make a
connection.

5. Create digital hubs for upskilling programs. Collaborative efforts to upskill are key.  Cities should
develop centralized digital workforce hubs to promote internships, apprenticeship and certificate
programs, upskilling and new training opportunities.  Economic development leaders, workforce
investment boards and universities should come together to create campaigns to make workforce
development opportunities easy to both identify and apply for.

6. Use data to identify your city’s next tech cluster. Is it Med tech? Biotech? Fintech? Cleantech?
Smaller cities can tap into the tech industry by identifying and attracting key clusters.  Medtech is a
great example.  Both Pittsburgh and Columbus have a strong history of healthcare systems and
medtech and biotech is a natural byproduct of this strength.

7. Recycle and retain promising entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurial endeavors ebb and flow.  The
likelihood of an average startup to be a profitable success is low.  Employers and economic
development leaders should act fast to retain the brain trust of displaced entrepreneurs and recycle as
top tier talent in their region. These are often experienced and talented people who know the landscape
of their city well and can be a valuable asset to growing companies.
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8. Engage VCs in economic development strategies. Venture capitalists are investing in tomorrow’s
trends - economic development leaders should engage VCs in forward thinking strategies for their
cities.  Think outside of your traditional business attraction model - find out which investors in
neighboring communities are doing major rounds of funding and get the “scoop” on the latest and
upcoming investment opportunities.

9. City leaders should convene digital inclusion task forces and conduct assessments. Inclusion in
tech is a driving attraction for cities.  Diverse cities are thriving.  Economic inclusion is an attractive
business tool.  As mentioned earlier in our report, there are dangers to success and economic
disparity is a major one.  Cities who promote economic inclusion are attractive.  Places like Atlanta are
becoming increasingly attractive to diverse entrepreneurs.  A lack of diversity is not attractive.  City
leaders should convene digital inclusion task forces to address issues of disparity and close the gaps.
Conducting assessments relating to the impact of a growing tech force are critical to controlling cost of
living spikes.

10. Employers should attract talent through innovative training programs. Enriched employer-based
training solves skills gaps.  Employers should partner with universities and other training institutions to
attract and retain talent.  Attract and retain through training and upskilling your own workforce.

5 Key One America Works Projects Looking Ahead

1. Connect emerging tech hubs through one of a kind digital experiences. Over 2023 and 2024, we
will engage America’s high-growth emerging tech hubs.  Founders, investors and community
connectors need help expanding their networks and connecting the dots.  Through digital experiences,
innovative hubs of information and virtual events, we will help build a growing trust network.  We’ll
convene leaders virtually around solutions-based advocacy in the tech and economic development
space.

2. Provide new and updated analytics. Economic development and tech leaders need relevant data
and trends to make better decisions.  We’ll continue to provide updated data sets to help leaders
benchmark their cities.

3. Amplify and elevate the stories of emerging tech hubs through our media brand. The Midwest
needs new voices of tech and innovation to highlight and brand stories, recent investments and people
who are driving innovation into the heartland.  We are further developing our outreach, social media,
and website to be a platform for readers to stay current on tech news, events and analytics.

4. Use the digital space to connect both talent and innovators. Founders, investors and community
connectors want to connect beyond in person meetings.  We’ll continue finding ways to creatively
convene our network virtually to help attendees expand their connections in the heartland.

5. Keep U.S. Tech Jobs Local. We will improve our digital models for virtual recruiting, upskilling and
talent development. Through our job board, city events and outreach, we are seeking to engage talent,
increase our workforce talent outreach and find innovative ways to engage talent in the cities we serve.

Report by Amma Johnson, City Coordinator for One America Works.  Have questions? Contact amma@oneamericaworks.org
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